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NEWS ARCHIVE

13:11 Man arrested over McGlynn Murder 

12:13 Pipe bomb made safe 

12:04 Pensioner attacked during robbery 

12:04 Teens remain in custody over murder 

09:42 Househunters drawn back to market 

09:02 New Disappeared campaign 

08:43 Chinook pilots may not be cleared 

00:15 Ice sheet at risk 

00:15 Too late? Why scientists say we 

00:15 Top brass on the warpath 

00:15 Wall Street bank chief requests 

00:15 Chicago media powerhouse faces 

00:15 Fiat chief: we can't survive alone 

00:15 Disagreement over 'car tsar' 

00:15 'They are growing fast and are 

00:15 Christmas comes early online as 

00:15 Country diary 

00:15 Qantas boss warns of 'significant 

00:15 Review of Sats in primaries urged 

00:15 Turner winner's greatest gamble: 

YESTERDAY

15:47 Apology over threats to kill police 

14:18 Housing market recovery slow 

13:14 Jobs could go in education boards 

12:54 Troops scaled back 

08:43 Airport plans branded a sham 

07:47 Elderly targeted in Lisburn attacks 

07:44 Three questioned over fatal crash 

00:15 Scientists link sleep disorders to 

00:15 Growing support for tougher 

00:15 Scrap history lessons in primary, 

00:15 Alleged abuse of abducted 'miracle 

00:15 Review aims to boost social 

00:15 Nine more farms affected as Irish 

00:15 Country diary 

00:15 Obama recruits critic of Bush's 

00:15 Armada against Somali pirates is 

00:15 Writers risk backlash with apology 

00:15 TV adventurer breaks shoulder in 

00:15 Blackwater guards told to 

00:15 Dench honoured at European Oscars 

00:15 Opening night row as La Scala 
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 Eoghan returns to Dungiven  
194 comments 

 Pay rise for MLAs  
24 comments 

 Laser lights blind pilots  
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LOCAL NEWS 

Victims Commissioners

Friday 05 December 2008 18:12 
 
Challenge to Victims Commissioners fails 
 
The daughter of IRA murder victims has lost her appeal against being refused permission to have Ian Paisley and Martin McGuinness 
cross-examined about the appointment of four victims commissioners in Northern Ireland. 
 
Michelle Williamson`s lawyers wanted the former First Minister and current Deputy First Minister subpoenaed to attend court and face 
questioning as part of her ongoing judicial review case. 
 
Mrs Williamson, whose parents were killed in the 1993 bomb attack on Belfast`s Shankill Road, is seeking to have the commissioner 
appointments quashed amid claims there was no legal authority to bring four people into the role. 
 
She also alleges that Mr Paisley and Mr McGuinness based their decision on religious belief or political opinion rather than merit. 
 
Following the refusal of Mrs Williamson`s subpoena application in August, her lawyers went before the Court of Appeal in a bid to 
have the ruling overturned. 
 
It was claimed the appointment process was cloaked in secrecy, with no notes or records kept of assessments of candidates before it 
was announced to the Stormont Assembly in January that four commissioners had been identified. 
 
But a three-judge panel dismissed her appeal because it was not clearly shown what material Mr Paisley and Mr McGuinness would be 
cross-examined on. 
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VOTING POLL SEARCH ARCHIVES UTV NEWS ON AIR
 

Will the latest Irish pork contamination 
scare stop you buying your bangers and 
rashers?
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